Noise Programs Portable Noise Monitor Report
Seahurst Elementary School 14603 14th Ave SW, Burien
Data collected from July 16, 2021, to October 1, 2021
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Summary
The Port of Seattle Airport Noise Programs Office installed a portable noise monitor to temporarily measure aircraft and community
noise at Seahurst Elementary School, located within a neighborhood community in the City of Burien. Seahurst Elementary, within
the Highline School District, was selected as the monitoring location at the recommendation and request of the City of Burien.
One of the school's portable classrooms provided exterior power to the noise monitoring equipment. The equipment was placed on
the south end of metal decking for Portable classrooms P-3 & P-4 . Highline School District was on summer break during a portion
of the monitoring time, with students returning to school in early September.
The Port of Seattle has a total of 24 permanent noise monitors located throughout the local Seattle area. Within approximately 2
nautical miles from the Seahurst location are two permanent noise monitors. One nautical mile away is Sylvester Middle School
(SEA15) at 16222 Sylvester Road in Burien and approximately 1.4 nautical miles from Seahurst is the Port’s noise monitor at
Cedarhurst Elementary School (SEA13) located at 611 S 132nd Street in Burien. Seahurst Elementary is located northwest of SEA
Airport and is less than 2 nautical miles away from all three of SEA’s runways.

Noise data collection at Seahurst began on July 16, 2021 and the last full day of data was September 30, 2021. The
portable noise monitor was removed from Seahurst Elementary on October 1st. During this period SEA operated in
south-flow 56% of the time and north-flow 44%. Through October, SEA has operated in south-flow 69% and north-flow
31% in 2021. During the monitoring period the Puget Sound region was experiencing warm summer weather and northflow days were more frequent than at other periods of the year. During north-flow operations, aircraft depart the
runways to the north and approach for landing from the south.

LEQ and SEL noise levels were recorded at the Seahurst location. The SEL, or Sound Exposure Level, metric represents
the acoustic energy of an individual aircraft noise event as if it occurred over a 1 second time period. LEQ is the
Equivalent Continuous Sound Pressure Level, the constant noise level that would result in the same total sound energy
being produced over a given period, in this case a 24-hour day. LEQ depicts daily aircraft and community noise levels.
Data for both of these noise metrics can be viewed and downloaded on the Port’s Tableau Noise data site
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Portable Monitor Location
Map shows the location of portable noise monitoring site in relation to existing permanent
noise monitoring sites (shown as gray dots on map)

SEA14
North Clear Zone
SeaTac
SEA13
Cedarhurst Elementary
611 S 132nd St, Burien

Seahurst Elementary
14603 14th Ave SW, Burien

SEA1
Air Cargo 4 Building
SeaTac

SEA16 Sylvester Middle School
16222 Sylvester Rd, Burien
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Location Details
The location selected was on the south side of portable
classrooms P-4 and P-4 at Seahurst Elementary on the
metal deck and ramp leading to the classroom entry.
Yellow star on the map notes the approximate location
of the portable noise monitor on school campus.

Portable
Classrooms
P-4 & P-3
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Installment of Portable B003

Portable noise monitoring microphone mast and equipment box was placed on the metal deck on the south side of the school’s
portable classrooms P-3 and P-4. From the main street, 14th Ave SW the mast and equipment is barely visible. Note black
microphone mast in yellow photo above.
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Installment of Portable B003
The noise monitoring equipment consists of a mast that raises the microphone and
a security box that houses the noise monitor, battery back-up, and other
equipment. These items were secured together with a safety cable and looped
through the metal handrail of the deck with a padlock. An additional padlock kept
the security box tamper resistant. Power was available on the west side of the
building.
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SEA Flight Paths and Traffic Flow Direction
Aircraft primarily take-off and land facing into the prevailing winds. SEA operates in a south-flow or north-flow condition, depending upon the direction of the prevailing winds. More information about flight patterns at SEA can be
found on our website: www.portseattle.org/projects/flight-patterns

During south-flow operations at SEA, arriving aircraft that
are instructed to perform a go-around may pass over the
portable noise monitor B003 at Seahurst Elementary
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Departures

Arrivals
Seahurst Elementary
Portable B003

During north-flow operations at SEA, a portion
of departing propeller aircraft are typically instructed to
turn to the west after initial take off and passed over or
near the portable noise monitor B003 at Seahurst
Elementary

Flight track map for July 24, 2021
24 hours
Jet and Propeller Aircraft
1229 total operations

Portable B003 at
Seahurst Elementary
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Flight track map for September 24, 2021
24 hours
Jet and Propeller Aircraft
1203 total operations

Portable B003 at
Seahurst Elementary
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Flight track map for August 8, 2021
24 hours
Jet and Propeller Aircraft
1201 total operations

Portable B003 at
Seahurst Elementary
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Flight track map for September 30, 2021
24 hours
Jet and Propeller Aircraft
1163 total operations

Portable B003 at
Seahurst Elementary
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Monthly Traffic Flow— July 16, 2021 thru October 1, 2021
The graph below shows the percentage of north-flow and south-flow operations for SEA and total operations for each flow.
The portable noise monitor was removed from Seahurst on October 1, 2021 around 2pm. The last full day of data at this location was
September 30, 2021

Monthly operations at SEA were primarily South Flow
from July 16 to Oct 1, 2021.
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Overall Traffic Flow— July 16, 2021, thru October 1, 2021
Monthly operations at SEA were primarily South Flow
from July 16, 2021, to October 1, 2021.

The graph above shows the percentage of north‐flow and south‐flow operations for SEA, and the total operations
numbers for each flow during the entire time the portable noise monitor was collecting data at Seahurst Elementary.
The graph below shows the total percentages and operations for SEA for all of 2020, based upon operations tracked in
the Port of Seattle flight tracking system.
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Appendix

Port of Seattle
Airport Noise Programs, Aircraft Noise Monitoring System (includes map of where the Port of Seattle permanent noise monitors are located)
www.portseattle.org/page/aircraft‐noise‐monitoring‐system
Airport Noise Programs, Noise Abatement Procedures for Jet Aircraft www.portseattle.org/projects/noise‐abatement‐procedures‐jet‐aircraft
Airport Noise Programs, Flight Patterns (maps and explanations of north‐flow and south‐flow operations at Sea‐Tac Airport)
www.portseattle.org/projects/flight‐patterns
Airport Noise Programs Questions and Answers www.portseattle.org/page/airport‐noise‐programs‐questions‐and‐answers

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Fundamentals of Noise and Sound www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/basics/

Aviation Noise www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/
Community Response to Noise www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/noise/community/
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Appendix - Traffic Flow
Daily overview of traﬃc flow direction at SEA,
along with the daily operations count to the
right of the percentages graph.
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Daily overview of traﬃc flow direction at
SEA, along with the daily operations
count to the right of the percentages
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Appendix - Traffic Flow
Daily overview of traﬃc flow direction at
SEA, along with the daily operations count to
the right of the percentages graph.
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Appendix - Basic NoiseMetrics
Sound Exposure Level (SEL)
The Sound Exposure Level (SEL) metric represents all the acoustical energy (sound pressure) of an individual noise event as if that event had oc‐
curred within a one‐second time period. SEL captures both the level (magnitude) and the duration of a sound event in a single numerical quanti‐
ty, by “squeezing” all the noise energy from an event into one second. This provides a uniform way to make comparisons among noise events of
various durations.

Equivalent Sound Level (LEQ)
The equivalent sound level (LEQ) measures the average acoustic energy over a period of time to take account of the cumulative eﬀect of multiple
noise events. This could, for example, provide a measure of the aggregate sound at a location that has aircraft overflights throughout the day.
LEQ is defined as the level of continuous sound over a given time period that would deliver the same account of energy as the actual, varying
sound exposure.

Maximum Sound Level (Lmax)
This is the highest level displayed on a sound level during a noise
event or time period. Peak is not the same as Maximum Sound Level.
Source: FAA website: https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/
policy_guidance/noise/basics/
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Appendix - Noise Metrics: Daily LEQ at Seahurst B003
Equivalent Sound Level (LEQ)
The equivalent sound level (LEQ) measures the average acoustic
energy over a period of time to take account of the cumulative
eﬀect of multiple noise events. This could, for example, provide a
measure of the aggregate sound at a location that has aircraft
overflights throughout the day.
LEQ is defined as the level of continuous sound over a given
time period that would deliver the same account of energy as
the actual, varying sound exposure.
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Appendix - Noise Metrics: Daily LEQ at Seahurst B003
Equivalent Sound Level
(LEQ)
The equivalent sound level (LEQ)
measures the aver‐ age acoustic
energy over a period of time to take
ac‐ count of the cumulative eﬀect of
multiple noise events. This could, for
example, provide a measure of the
aggregate sound at a location that has
aircraft overflights throughout the day.
LEQ is defined as the level of
continuous sound over a given time
period that would deliver the same
account of energy as the actual,
varying sound exposure.
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Appendix - Noise Metrics: Daily LEQ at Seahurst B003
Equivalent Sound Level
(LEQ)
The equivalent sound level (LEQ)
measures the average acoustic energy
over a period of time to take account
of the cumulative eﬀect of multiple
noise events. This could, for example,
provide a measure of the aggregate
sound at a location that has aircraft
overflights throughout the day. LEQ is
defined as the level of continuous
sound over a given time period that
would deliver the same account of
energy as the actual, varying sound
exposure.
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Appendix - SEL Reports AvailableOnline
SEL
SEL—Sound Exposure Level of a noise event is measured over time between the initial and final points when the noise level exceeds a predeter‐
mined threshold and its energy is compressed into one second.
SEL data can be found on the Port of Seattle, SEA noise monitoring system data page:
https://public.tableau.com/profile/portofseattlebi#!/vizhome/Sea‐
Tacnoisemonitoringsystemdata/Contents
There you will find the SEL EVENTS tab

Data for the portable noise monitor B003—Seahurst Elementary is available on the drop down, this allows you to view and download the SEL
noise events for the time the noise monitor was deployed, from July 16, 202, to October 1, 2021. You can also download and compare SEL
events at other noise monitors from the drop-down menu.
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